




“Selective” majors  may require certain college courses with a certain GPA before 
they will consider the student for that major.

Campuses may not be able to take all transfer students that are meeting the minimum 
requirements, it is recommended that students go beyond the minimums by taking 
“recommended” courses.





● The UC Transfers by Major Tool 
(universityofcalifornia.edu/infocenter/transfers-major) is a helpful 
resource to view data on approximately how many transfer students applied, 
were admitted, and ultimately enrolled at each UC campus in a given year. 
While the data is roughly broken down by major, this information is meant to 
provide insights into transfer trends, rather than be predictive of an individual 
applicant’s chances of admission. 





Most UC campuses admit transfer students by major, particularly when it comes to 
highly selective majors, and will require specific major preparation courses and GPA 
requirements to be met in order to be admitted. 

Major prep courses are courses that students will be asked to complete in addition to 
their basic 7- course pattern of transfer course requirements. While the specific 
requirements will vary from campus to campus and major to major, all campuses look 
at major prep to some degree in the selection process. 

In addition, major will often determine additional GPA requirements beyond the 
cumulative GPA minimum requirements. For example, a transfer student may be 
required to have a minimum GPA of a 2.4 generally but a minimum GPA of a 3.0 for 
their major. 

Many students choose to utilize the IGETC to complete lower-division courses, major 
choice may impact whether this is a recommended path and whether IGETC will be 
accepted.

It is also important to note that if students are planning on pursuing a specific transfer 
pathway such as TAG some major choices may be unavailable. 
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When it comes to how a major choice will impact a transfer student the biggest factor 
is, have they completed any major preparation requirements?

For some selective majors it is recommended that students complete the required 
prep courses by fall/winter.

Beyond that campuses will utilize the 9 comprehensive review factors to evaluate if 
the student is overall a competitive applicant, having exceeded the minimum 
requirements. 

For some selective majors, the most competitive applicants have completed the 
recommended Major Prep courses in addition to the required Major Prep courses. 
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Additional courses beyond the general transfer courses are extremely important for 
students to not only have a smooth transition but to demonstrate their achievement 
and interest in their chosen subject area. Major Preparation is a requirement for 
admission to a specific major; if a campus is asking students to complete major prep 
courses they must be completed by the specified timeline. 

Students should review their requirements carefully and utilize Assist.org to ensure 
they are meeting all requirements to be admitted to their major. As well as checking 
their desired campuses catalogue to ensure that they aren’t missing any requirements 
or that they know all guidelines and recommendations to apply. Also, if a student has 
taken a course outside of a Community College, they can check their campus 
catalogues to see if a similar course is available at the UC to determine transferability.

Students should also use these courses to make sure they actually enjoy the subject 
material of their chosen major. Transfer students are often not able to change their 
major after transferring or it is extremely difficult. Students should feel confident that 
they are completing the major prep for the major they are genuinely interested in. 



Additional courses beyond the general transfer courses are extremely important for 
students to not only have a smooth transition but to demonstrate their achievement 
and interest in their chosen subject area. Major Preparation is a requirement for 
admission to a specific major, if a campus is asking students to complete major prep 
courses they must be completed by the specified timeline. This ultimately helps 
students after transfer as they continue to work towards graduation requirements. 
Preparation in the major can promote timely graduation. The lower-division courses 
are often pre-requisites for upper-division courses and completion of those pre-
requisites allows for a seamless transition as we consider sequencing and scheduling 
at the UC campuses. 

Students should review their requirements carefully and utilize Assist.org to ensure 
they are meeting all requirements to be admitted to their major. As well as checking 
their desired campuses catalogue to ensure that they aren’t missing any requirements 
or that they know all guidelines and recommendations to apply. Also, if a student has 
taken a course outside of a Community College, they can check their campus 
catalogues to see if a similar course is available at the UC to determine transferability.

Students should also use these courses to make sure they actually enjoy the subject 
material of their chosen major. Transfer students are often not able to change their 
major after transferring or it is extremely difficult. Students should feel confident that 
they are completing the major prep for the major they are genuinely interested in. 



ASSIST.org – Essential articulation information. All UC campuses utilize assist.org 
and in the articulation agreements you often find important and helpful information on 
required and recommended major prep. 

UC campus-based tools such as guides or video tutorials. Campuses have a lot
of support programs in place to help transfers. Along with the other two mentioned, 
you and your students can benefit from those resources. 



Supplemental application pieces will be requested following the application 
submission period. Students should carefully review instructions for submitting 
additional materials or signing up for auditions. 

Students should also note that they often cannot make changes to their 
supplemental materials submission so they should review all parts of their 
supplemental materials prior to submitting. 

If the student selects a major that requires supplemental information, it will be 
noted in the summary of campuses when the student is submitting the 
application.
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Supplemental application pieces are very important to the selection process of majors 
that request these extra materials. 

Not all majors that are considered highly selective will ask for a supplemental 
application. This means students will not have additional materials being reviewed 
and should be aware that the campus they are applying to may be looking for major 
interest or other factors relevant to major selection in their application itself. 

Not all majors that request supplementals are considered highly selective or will show 
up on “most popular” lists for the campuses. However, supplementals often play a 
noteworthy role in the review of applicants to any majors asking for additional 
materials whether it be additional statements or an audition. Supplementals are 
usually not optional for these majors and students must be aware that if they wish to 
apply for these majors, they must complete the supplemental application piece as 
instructed. 



Supplemental applications will vary from major to major and from campus to campus. 
Often even if two campuses are offering the same major and asking for a 
supplemental the actual supplementals may be different. It is important that students 
read the instructions for supplementals carefully so as not to miss any parts of the 
application or any deadlines. 



Auditions are typically for performing arts students and may require students to attend 
in-person auditions following the submission of their application. (Some programs 
may allow for videos/recordings to be uploaded)

○ Students will typically receive sign up instructions with audition dates 
and times after the application submission period has ended. 

○ Students should check their email regularly following the submission of 
their application 

Not all Music, Dance, and Theater programs require auditions, but many do. Students 
should check the requirements for their programs prior to applying. 

○ Students should note that many BFA programs may have specific 
guidelines for declaring their intentions to ultimately pursue a BFA 
track and students should carefully review the audition and 
supplemental material instructions. 
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● Most UC campuses will allow students to select an alternate major on the UC 
application. If a student is not selective for their first choice major (i.e., if they 
meet the UC transfer eligibility requirements but do not meet major 
preparation requirements), then they MAY be considered for admission to their 
alternate major. In most cases, if a student is admitted to their alternate major, 
they cannot switch back into their first choice major.

● UCSC allows students, both freshmen and transfers, to list an alternate major 
on their applications. 

● UCLA will only consider alternate majors for students in their TAP program: 
https://admission.ucla.edu/apply/transfer/ucla-transfer-alliance-program

● Students should only select an alternate major that they are actually interested 
in pursuing, and for which they meet the major preparation requirements. They 
can be, but do not have to be, related to the first choice major. 

● Moral of the story: if the student has an option to select an alternate major on 
the UC application, advise them to do it! It’s never guaranteed but it’s still 
worth a shot!

● Detailed information by campus can be found in the Quick Reference Guide
on page 48-49









Many majors can lead to the same place in life

If a student wants to be Pre-Med, they do not necessarily need to major in one of the 
Biological Sciences.





UCLA International Development Studies major offers students the opportunity to 
engage with the study of social, political and economic forces that throughout history 
have shaped global inequalities.

If students want to go to Business School, they can major in any major and apply after 
they have obtained professional work experience and in some cases, having taken 
the GMAT/GRE.

…And of course everyone wants to go into business!



● Of course, students should never apply to a major that they are not interested 
in pursuing. But as counselors, we can help them research different major 
options and consider how various majors can often lead to similar career 
paths.

● Remember that the courses students will take after transfer may not always 
align with the title of major in an obvious way. What exactly will students study 
in a major like Global Studies or Earth Science?

● Another thing to keep in mind is that the major preparation coursework, and 
often the upper division coursework, for different majors can often overlap 
quite a bit. Even if a student’s first choice major is Biology, they may fulfill 
most or all of the major preparation coursework for something like 
Environmental Studies and then select that as an alternate major on the UC 
application.











● Students can Major in Music and minor in Computer Science (if available) for 
example and still go into the Computer Programming career field

● Although not all UC campuses have a minor for each of their major programs, 
many do.

● UCSC has a minor in Computer Science and Economics for example.
● UCLA has a minor in Film, Television and Digital Media
● Students do not need to list their intended Minor on the UC Application, but 

they should be applying with the idea of which UC’s have minors in the field 
the student is interested in.

● Minors are not required but can be a great way to supplement a student’s 
education.



Conducting research is not only a way to make the most of the UC experience but 
can make students stand out in a graduate school application or on a resume. 
Research opportunities can be related – or not! – to a student’s major.

Regardless of major, students can participate in research in any field and be exposed 
to faculty and research that they are interested in. Research does not always look the 
way we expect it to - not just labs and white coats or just for Stem majors! Research 
can look a variety of different ways according to a student’s interest and can be 
interdisciplinary. Someone majoring in Philosophy and taking a Biology course can do 
research in the life sciences and be pre-med.

Transfer students should be encouraged to get involved right away. They only have 2 
or so years. They can still do research.






